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Code Review Basics
How do you do a code review? Typically, I get an email from bitbucket or Github saying
“Adam added you as a reviewer on ‘SMB-1182-larger-buttons’”. This is probably the 10th
PR of the day, it is a constant stream. Often there is a 20 file PR that I just do not want to get
started on. This is the industry standard PR environment, where the requests are constant
and each PR blocks the writer until he gets the magical number of review checkmarks that
let him move that JIRA ticket to ‘Ready for QA’.
The modern Pull Request workflow is what inspired me to write this handbook. This chapter
will go over the basics of doing a code review. What the common expectations are, and
what you should do to help your team move forward.
The basic workflow for a Pull Request (PR) is that a member of the development team has
completed a feature in a branch and now has to get ‘approvals’ from other team members
before it can be merged into the release branch. These days it is common to require any
code that gets used first go through an approval process. As a team member you are
expected to review pull requests in a timely manner. Typically, you can put oﬀ PRs until the
end of the day and hope that they get merged before you do anything. But its unlikely that
you will escape reviewing entirely. Some teams require every team member to approve
every pull request others require only one or two approvals before the branch can be
merged.
When you get down to reviewing code, the basic expectation is that you will read all of the
proposed changes and comment about any bad practices or troublesome logic that could
cause problems down the line. The dream is that you will catch a mistake or a security
vulnerability that otherwise would have cost the company millions of dollars had it gone into
production. The reality is that most of your comments will be reminding people to follow the
style guide or to not organize their code like monkeys with type writers. In my opinion pull
requests are rarely read carefully enough to catch bugs or vulnerabilities.
The issue is that doing pull reviews throughly requires a substantial amount of time. A
twenty file pull request, the like of which you might get two or three a day, could eat up thirty
minutes by itself. Most developers have a lot of features to add and bugs to write, time
spent reviewing other people’s work does not add a lot to your bottom line.

Preparing to do Code Reviews
I get a lot of PRs to review every day and what can happen is you get in to work and there
are 2 PRs waiting for you. You just sat down at your desk and there is already 20 pages of
diﬀs for you to review. Then you get to the status update meeting, team members with
outstanding PRs ask people to review them. Then your boss sends you an email with
architecture questions, or more likely someone else relays your boss’s architecture
questions to you via slack. You quickly hash something out to answer your bosses
questions, then try to squeeze in a few minutes on your actual ‘work’ deliverables. An hour
later its time to grab lunch before the rush starts, and head back to the oﬃce for the prebacklog grooming meeting. During the meeting you get several urgent slack messages

about the website being down and you spend the next couple hours fixing the issue. Now
its 5pm and the 2 outstanding PRs you had at the beginning of the day have grown into 5
PRs. Your chats are full of teammates’ request for you to review their code already.
Everyone has had a similar experience, where the list of PRs you need to review keeps
growing and it does not seem like there is anyway to handle it.

Block off time
The best way to handle Pull Request reviews is to block oﬀ time everyday to address them. I
recommend a 30-60 minute block first thing in the morning. I usually have a 45 minute block
before our daily standup which I use to review PRs and catch up on my email. Depending
on how many PRs you need to review, consider scheduling another block of time at the end
of the day. It could be 4:30-5pm or 6-6:30pm, depending on your schedule. The goal is to
ensure that you are not stopping other people’s work by getting to PR reviews in a timely
manner.

Decide how much time is enough
If you have blocked oﬀ 30-60 minutes everyday and it still is not enough, I recommend
cutting oﬀ PR reviews after you spend a certain amount of time on them. If you schedule
one hour a day, stop reviewing PRs after that hour and do not review anymore until the next
day. You will want to discuss this with your manager and team so that they know how much
time it is taking to review all of the code. Your team may need to have a general discussion
about how many reviews are needed for each pull request. You might have to change from
the entire team reviewing every PR to only requiring two approvals for each pull request. Try
to think about the Pull Request Review process as a tool that we use to avoid bugs and
improve product quality. We do not ‘have’ to do Pull Request Reviews to have a quality
product or avoid bugs, we want to use the tool to help us. So if your team is spending too
much time reviewing Pull Requests it may be the right decision to cut back.

Decide how Thorough Reviews should be
In addition or alternative to setting a maximum time spent on reviews, you can choose to do
less through code reviews to save time. I would recommend having less people review each
PR before you cut back on thoroughness of the reviews, because people tend to skip
through reviews when they see that a few people have already approved the PR. Its better
to have two people spend 15 minutes each then to have 5 people spend 3 minutes
skimming the pull request.

Setup your Code Review Environment
Once you have sorted out how much time you need, its time to setup your environment. To
do code reviews you want to set up a split-diﬀ view of the code. This can be done in several
ways, Github, Bitbucket and most other central git repositories include a split-diﬀ setting for
Pull Request reviews, but it is not always the default setting. Find the documentation for
your Pull Request tool and figure out how to change it to split-diﬀs by default. Its definitely
worth trying for PRs with a lot of diﬀs in each file.

There are a couple oﬄine tools that can give you split-diﬀs if your central git store does not
include that feature or if you are not using one of the common SAAS git services. Git
includes a git-diﬀtool by default which provides several diﬀerent tools to help you view diﬀs,
https://git-scm.com/docs/git-diﬀtool.
I also recommend getting a large screen to review pull requests in. A 13in laptop is going to
make it harder for you to see changes and require more scrolling. Get a bigger screen if you
can.

Do the review in one go
I recommend doing code reviews in one go. It is a common temptation to squeeze PR
review into short blocks of time, but then you will not be able to get through long PRs in one
go. The last thing you want to do is skim through a long PR three times without
understanding anything in it. Make sure you have at least enough time to read all of the
changes and comment a bit before your next obligation.

Three levels of Code Review
Not every code review needs the same level of thoroughness, sometimes just a quick check
for obvious errors works. Other times you may need to throughly examine a major change
and ask for multiple revisions. In this section we will describe three diﬀerent PR review
strategies you can use depending on the situation.

The Quick Skim
•
•
•
•
•

read the code
check for tests
ask questions
suggest improvements
get out

The Quick Skim is the fastest version of the PR review. You can use it when you are
reviewing code that has already been reviewed several times or when the PR is small and
unlikely to cause problems in your judgement. This is also a good option if you want to save
time.
The first step is to read the code, you want to read through each file of changes. Resist the
urge to read as quickly as you can. You can read through most PRs in less than 5 minutes
without rushing. If the PR is really too long to read in 5 minutes, its ok to take more time, but
that should trigger a conversation with the team. Large Pull Requests are harder to
understand and harder to integrate into the rest of the codebase. Sometimes you need to
make sweeping changes, but you should not be seeing PRs like that everyday.

Next, check for updates to the testing suite. Most PRs should include new tests, or updates
to the existing tests. If the PR is a bug fix, ask if they have a test to check if the bug is
reintroduced. Its rare to see a PR that does not need any test changes at all.
Ask questions about the changes. It could be formatting, reimplementing a method instead
of using a library or just something that you don’t understand in the change. Finally, suggest
at most a few of the improvements that you thought of and move on. You want to suggest
only the most important changes that occurred to you. Do not give a list of twenty things
you want changed in the PR comments. Pick the top three changes that will have the
biggest impact on improving the code. The goal for the Quick Skim is to save you as much
time as possible, and arguing or even talking about low impact changes to a PR is not going
to save that time. Finally, approve the PR and stop thinking about it. Ideally you noticed
some issues, pointed them out and they were addressed promptly. Average case, you
pointed out some issues, one of them was addressed and you got back to work on your
tasks with minimal interruption.

The thorough review
•
•
•
•
•
•

read the code
ask questions
suggest improvements
review tests carefully
consider implications
suggest missing test cases

The Thorough Review is targeted for subject matter experts reviewing changes to code that
they know well. If you are the ORM guy reviewing a PR that makes changes to the ORM
system, the team is probably relying on you to find any problems at the PR phase. Once you
approve the PR other people are likely to just hit ‘approve’ and move on, so its important for
you to catch the issues.
The flow for the Thorough Review starts oﬀ just like the Quick Review, but our mindset is
diﬀerent. We are focusing on finding issues in the code instead of saving time. Start oﬀ by
reading the code and asking questions about the rationale behind the changes. Suggest
improvements or alternative approaches if you think of any. You do not necessarily have to
force a change, but its useful to have people consider alternatives.
Now, review the tests carefully. Do the test changes match the code changes? Are there any
missing test cases that could have been added?

The exhaustive/critical review
•
•
•
•
•

read the code
download the code
run unit tests
boot up the application and manual test
ask questions, point out missing functionality

The Exhaustive review, so named because you will be exhausted if you have to do a lot of
these. The main diﬀerence between this one and the previous is that we are downloading
the code and testing it locally. Checkout the branch and run the test suite, does it pass?
Boot up a development server and do some manual testing, does feature x actually work
with these code changes? Did the size of that button actually change? The idea behind the
manual testing is to poke around and find anything that was not caught by the test suite.

Three Levels Summary
Quick
read the code
check for tests
ask questions

Thorough
read the code
check for tests
ask questions
read tests thoroughly — check cases carefully

Exhaustive
read the code
check for tests
ask questions
read tests thoroughly — check cases carefully
Run the code locally, test manually and via test suite

